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Hybrid Exterior Wood Protector
DESCRIPTION:
RMC Hybrid Wood Protector is a VOC free ecological protective coating for new and weathered wood. It protects
against fading and wood rot of siding, decks, shutters, portals, garden furniture, etc. The oil contains UV blockers and
mold inhibitors. The application is done with one layer. Easy to maintain – renovation without sanding. Does not form a
film layer. Does not flake.
GENERAL GUIDANCE:
Hybrid Wood Protector can be used with any wood type (exotic wood, soft wood, thermally treated wood, etc.). Never
apply in direct sunlight and at temperatures under 50ºF or over 85ºF. Only work when weather conditions are dry. Do not
cover and do not place heavy objects on the wood until completely dry. Close the packaging thoroughly after use and
protect from direct sunlight, frost and moisture. Never dilute.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Physical state: liquid
Smell: linseed oil
Volume: 0.95 – 1.3 kg/l
VOC: 0 g/l
Colors: Pure, Natural, Teak, Grey, Royal, Chocolate, White & Black.
QUV: tested according to the EN 927-6 norm.
Complies with the toy safety norm: EN 71-3.

PACKAGING:
100 ml., 1 liter
STORAGE:
The product can be stored for up to 12 months in
dry conditions and when stored in the original
packaging.
Usage:
exterior wood: +/- 300 s.f./liter

ATTENTION:
Remains of previous treatments that were not carried out with Monocoat Oil must be completely removed.
The preparation always has to be done with RMC products.
1. PREPARATION
Wet the wood. With a solution of water & RM Ext. Wood Cleaner clean the surface with a medium hard brush or buffer
with a black pad. Then rinse thoroughly and allow to dry 24 to 36 hours. Moisture content should be 14% or less
before applying the oil finish. (This process must be done on new or old wood)
Usage of RM Exterior Wood Cleaner: 1 liter = +/- 150 s.f.
2. APPLICATIONOI
Stir the oil. Apply a thin layer with a brush or buffer with a red pad. Leave for 10 minutes then brush the surface again
with the brush or red pad & buffer without adding more oil. After 5 minutes wipe all oil residue from the surface with a
cloth or buffer & white pad & leave to dry.

The finish is water resistant after 24 to 36 hours and ready for use after 48 hours.
3. MAINTENANCE
Normal Maintenance with Monocoat Surface Care Spray
For periodic cleaning use Surface Care Spry to clean the surface, then rinse the surface with water.
RMC Hybrid Wood Protector
When the color starts to fade, repeat steps 1 and 2 (preparation and application) of these instructions. On decking
maintenance should be done annually.

Cloths that are drenched with oil can combust spontaneously. Therefore you should immerse them
in water after use.

